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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD
. tiancoLINOjS

iN THE MATTER OF: )
)

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ) R09-9
TIERED APPROACH TO CORRECTiVE ) (Rulemaking-Land)
ACTION OBJECTIVES )
(35 Ill. Adm. Code 742) )

)

MOTION FOR LEAVE FROM FILING AND
SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

NOW COMES the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (“Illinois EPA”)

and, pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 101.500, moves the Illinois Pollution Control Board

(“Board”) to waive the filing requirement pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 101.306(a) and

waive the service requirement pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 101.304(b) for one of the

Illinois EPA’s Incorporations by Reference.

In support of its motion, the Illinois EPA asserts that it believes the document was

included in its initial filing of the proposed amendments in this matter. Additionally, the

Illinois EPA was required to pay another copyright fee to ASTM International for this

extra copy, which is today filed with the Board. Furthermore, each additional copy

would require a separate copyright fee, resulting in great expense to the Illinois EPA.

WHEREFORE, the Illinois EPA seeks relief from the filing and service

requirements for the following title: (1) ASTM D 1946-90, Standard Practice for

Analysis of Reformed Gas by Gas Chromatography, Reapproved 2006.
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Respectfully submitted,

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY

By(
I Kimbey’fy/A. Geving U

Assistaf Counsel
Division of Legal Counsel

DATED: February 20, 2009

1021 North Grand Avenue East
P.O. Box 19276
Springfield, Illinois 62794-9276
(217) 782-5544
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Supplemental Studies and Reports List
?Oj(uti ILLINOIS

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. (November 2007).
Minimal Risk Levels (MRLs).

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. (December 2006).
Minimal Risk Levels (MRLs).

California EPA. Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment.
Toxicity Criteria Database.
http ://www.oehha.ca.gov/risk!ChemicalDB/index.asp

Heath, Ralph C. (1983). Basic Ground-Water Hydrology. United States
Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper 2220.
http :1/pubs. er.usgs.gov/divuIWSP/wsp_2220 .pdf

Howard, Philip H., W.F. Jarvis, W.M. Meylan, and E.M. Michalenko.
(1991). Handbook of Environmental Degradation Rates. Lewis
Publishers, In. Chelsea, Michigan. Available at the Illinois EPA
Library, Call Number: 363.7384 HOWA2

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). (2005).
NIOSH Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards.
http ://www.cdc . gov/nioshlnpg/default.html

Syracuse Research Corporation (SRC). CHEMFATE Database. SRC.
Syracuse, NY. http ://www.srcinc.com/what-we
do/databaseforms.aspx?id=3 81

Syracuse Research Corporation (SRC). PHYSPROP Database. SRC.
Syracuse, NY. http ://www. srcinc.com!what-we
do/databaseforms . aspx?id=3 86

United States Geological Survey. Water Basics Glossary of Terms.
http ://capp.water.usgs. gov/GIP/h2o_gloss/ Last modified January
13, 2009.

U.S. EPA. (July 1997). Health Effects Assessment Summary Tables. FY
1997 Update. EPA Publication No. EPA 540/R-97-036. Available at
http ://nepis. epa. gov
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U.S. EPA. Integrated Risk Information System.
http ://cfpub.epa.gov/ncealiris/index.cfm

U.S. EPA. Provisional Peer Reviewed Toxicity Values. Superfund Health
Risk Technical Support Center. National Center for Environmental
Assessment, Office of Research and Development. Cincinnati, OH
45268, (513) 569-7300.

U.S. EPA. (January 2004). Superfund Chemical Data Matrix.
http ://www.epa.gov/superfundlsites/npl/hrsres/tools/scdm.htm

U.S. EPA. (July 2004). Water9, Version 2.0.
http ://www.epa. gov/ttnlchief/software/water/
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD r 2009

IN THE MATTER OF: )
)

PROPOSED AMENI)MENTS TO ) R09-9
TIERED APPROACH TO CORRECTIVE ) (Rulemaking-Land)
ACTION OBJECTIVES )
(35 Ill. Adm. Code 742) )

ERRATA SHEET NUMBER 3

NOW COMES the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (“Illinois EPA”)

through one of its attorneys, Kimberly Geving, and submits this ERRATA SHEET

NUMBER 3 to the Illinois Pollution Control Board (“Board”) and the participants listed

on the Service List. Tracey Hurley, Tom Hornshaw, and Heather Nifong will provide

oral testimony in support of these changes at the hearing on March 17, 2009.

Section

742.200 “Capillary Fringe” means the zone above the water
table in which water is held by surface tension.
Water in the capillary fringe is under a pressure less
than atmospheric.

“Carcinogen” means a contaminant that is
classified as a category A] or A2 carcinogen by the
American Conference ofGovernmental Industrial
Hygienists, a category] or 2A/2B carcinogen by
the World Health Organization ‘s International
Agencyfor Research on Cancer; a “human
carcinogen” or “anticipated human carcinogen” by
the United States Department ofHealth and Human
Service National Toxicological Program; or a
category A or B1/B2 carcinogen or as “carcinogenic
to humans” or “likely to be carcinogenic to
humans” by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency in the integrated risk information
system or afinal rule issued in afederal Register
notice by the USEPA. [415 ILCS 5/58.2]
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“Residential Property” means any realproperty that
is usedfor habitation by individuals, or where
children have the opportunity for exposure to
contaminants through soil ingestion or inhalation
(indoor or outdoor) at educational facilities, health
care facilities, child care facilities or outdoor
recreational areas. [415 ILCS 5/58.2]

“Saturated Zone” means a subsurface zone in which
all the interstices or voids are filled with water
under pressure greater than that of the atmosphere.

“Unconfined Aquifer” means an aquifer whose
upper surface is a water table free to fluctuate under
atmospheric pressure.

“Water Table” means the top water surface of an
unconfined aquifer at atmospheric pressure.

742.2 10 Add a new Incorporation by Reference: United
States Environmental Protection Agency (2005).
“Guidelines for Carcinogen Risk Assessment
(2005)”. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, DC, EPA Publication No. EPA!630/P-
03/OO1F, 2005. (Available online at
http ://cfpub.epa. gov/ncealrafl’recordisplay.cfm?deid
=116283).

742.225(b)(5) Delete this new subsection in its entirety.

742.225(d) If a person chooses to composite soil samples or
average soil sample results to demonstrate
compliance relative to the outdoor and indoor
inhalation exposure routes route or ingestion routes,
the following requirements apply:

742.510(b) Groundwater remediation objectives for the
groundwater component of the groundwater
ingestion exposure route are listed in Appendix B,
Table E. However, Appendix B, Table E must be
corrected for cumulative effect of mixtures of
similar-acting noncarcinogenic chemicals as set
forth in Sections Section 742.505(b)(3) and (b)(4).
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Appendix A, Table A For the chemical 2-Chiorophenol (ionizable
organic) change the footnote from b to

Remove the chemical Methoxychior from the table.

Appendix A, Table E Under the Circulatory System column add
(ingestion only) after the chemical Nitrobenzene.
Under the Kidney column remove Nitrobenzene.
Under the Liver column remove Nitrobenzene.
Under the Respiratory System Column add
Nitrobenzene (inhalation only) after the chemical
Nickel.

Appendix A, Table F Under the Kidney column add the chemical
Nitrobenzene after the chemical 1 ,2-Dibromo-3 -

chloropropane (ingestion only). Under the Liver
column add the chemical Nitrobenzene after the
chemical Methylene Chloride.

Appendix A, Table I For the chemical Arsenic change the Class I
Groundwater Remediation Objective from 0.10 to
0.01.

Appendix A, Table L For the chemical 2-Butanone(MEK) move the entire
row to come after the chemical Butanol.

For the chemical 2-Chiorophenol (ionizable
organic) add a new footnote “a” after the chemical.

In footnote b add the word “was” before
“calculated”.

Add a new footnote for pH of 6.8. If soil pH
is other than 6.8, a site-specific Cshould be
calculated using equations Si 9 and J&E6a and the
pH-specific Koc values in Appendix C Table I.

Appendix B, Table A The entire row for the chemical 2-Chlorophenol
should be moved and entered alphabetically under
the Ionizable Organics.

For the chemical Di-n-octyl phthalate change the
Class I and Class II values from 5d to 5.2’.

For the chemical Isopropylbenzene (Cumene)
change the Class II value from 460T to

____
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For the chemical Methoxychlor change the Outdoor
Inhalation value from 14d to change the Class J
value from 4•5d to 8O, and change the Class II value
from 4•5d to 400’. [Note: this is a change to an
amendment we made in Errata Sheet 1]

For the chemical Nitrobenzene under the Ingestion
column make the following change: iQ 39b

Under the Outdoor Inhalation column change the
value from 77b,x to 2.2g. Under the Class I column
change the value from O.02r to o.078T. Under the
Class II column change the value from O.02’to
0.078”. Under the ADL column make the following
change: O26.

For the chemical 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) remove the
footnote “i” in the Class I and Class II columns.

For the chemical Vanadium change the footnote “b”
to an “r”.

For the chemical 2,4-Dinitrophenol add a footnote
“i” after the value in the Class I and Class II
columns.

For the chemical MCPP (mecoprop) correct the
spelling of “mecoprop” and add a footnote “i” after
the value in the Class I and Class II columns.

For the chemical Arsenic make the following
change in the Class I column: 001m,r 45mf

Appendix B, Table B For the chemical Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate change
the Class II value from 200’ to

For the chemical Butyl benzyl phthalate change the
Class I and Class II values from 1,000d to 340’.

The entire row for the chemical 2-Chlorophenol
should be moved and entered alphabetically under
the Ionizable Organics.

For the chemical Di-n-octyl phthalate change the
Class I and Class II values from 51 to 5.2’’.
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For the chemical Isopropylbenzene (Cumene)
change the Class II value from 460d to

_____

For the chemical Methoxychior change both of the
Outdoor Inhalation values (Industrial/Commercial
and Construction Worker) from 14d to change
the Class I value from 4.5” to 80T, and change the
Class II value from 4.5’ to 400r. [Note: this is a
change to an amendment we did in Errata Sheet 1]

For the chemical 2-Methyiphenol (o-Cresol) we
made an error in Errata Sheet Number 1. We added
a footnote “a” to the value in the Construction
Worker Outdoor lithalation column. This footnote
should have been a

For the chemical Nitrobenzene under the
Industrial/Commercial Ingestion column make the
following change: 4100b 1000b Under the
IndustriallCommercial Outdoor Inhalation column
change the value from 120b to 4•3e Under the
Construction Worker Ingestion column make the
following change: l,2OO’ 1,000”. Under the
Construction Worker Outdoor Inhalation column
change the value from 79b to 3.6”. Under the Class
I column change the value from O.02r to 0.078r.
Under the Class II column change the value from
o.02r to 0.078r.

For the chemical 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) remove the
footnote “i” in the Class I and Class II columns.

For the chemical Trichioroethylene change the
Construction Worker Outdoor Inhalation value from
8.8e to 2.9”.

For the chemical 2,4-Dinitrophenol add a footnote
“i” after the value in the Class I and Class II
columns.

For the chemical MCPP (mecoprop) add a footnote
“i” after the value in the Class I and Class II
columns.

For the chemical Arsenic make the following
change in the Class I column: 001m,1 Ooffhf.
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Appendix B, Table E For the chemical Nitrobenzene make the following
change in the Class I column: 0.014c ppp35e

Under the Class II column make the following
change: O.014c ppp35e

Appendix B, Table F For the chemical Nitrobenzene change the Class I
value from 0.0035c to O.014c. Change the Class II
value from 0.OO35’ to 0.014c.

Appendix B, Table G The chemical Isopropylbenzene is not in
alphabetical order and should be moved one row up
(above Mercury).

For the chemical Nitrobenzene change the Soil
Residential value from 140b to 4.0”. Change the
Soil Industrial/Commercial value from 380’ to 30’’.
Change the Groundwater Residential value from
770b to 23d• Change the Groundwater
Industrial/Commercial value from2,100h to 160’’.
Change the Soil Gas Residential value from 310b to
90& Change the Soil Gas Industrial/Commercial
value from 1,700gto 66’.

Appendix C, Table B In the Source column for the Symbols RfC, RiD0,
SF0, and URF add the following link after “Illinois
EPA”: http ://www.epa.state.il.us/land!taco/toxicity
values.xls.

Strike footnote a: USEPA, Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response. EP’SQO 95/03 6.
Updated Quarterly.

Appendix C, Table D In the Source column for the Symbols RID1,Rfl)0,
SF1, and SF0 add the following link after “Illinois
EPA”: http ://www.epa. state.il.us/land/taco/toxicity
values.xls.

Strike footnote a: USEPA Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response. EP’SQO, 95/036.
Updated Quarterly.

Appendix C, Table E Add a footnote “e” after the table’s heading:
Section 742.Table E: Default Physical and
Chemical Parameters. At the end of the table the
new footnote will read as follows: e The values in
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this table were taken from the following sources (in
order of preference): SCDMS online database
(http ://www. epa. gov/superfund/sites/npl/hrsres/tool
s/scdm.htm); CHEMFATE online database
(http://www. srcinc.comlwhat-we
do/databaseforms.aspx?id=3 81); PhysProp online
database (http ://www. srcinc. corn/what-we
do/databaseforms.aspx?id3 86); Water9
(http ://www. epa. gov/ttnlchieflsoftware/water/) for
diffusivity values; and Handbook ofEnvironmental
Degradation Rates by P.H. Howard (1991) for first
order degradation constant values.

Appendix C, Table L Replace equation J&E 1 with the following
equation:

TRxAI. x365—

indoor—air —

EDxEFxURFx1OOO
g

Replace equation J&E2 with the following
equation:

THQx A1 x 365
days

x RfC
RU

yr
indoor-air

ED x EF

Add a note under the equation J&E3 as follows:
Note: 24.45 equals the molar volume of air in liters
at normal temperature (25°C) and pressure (760 mm

Replace equation J&E5 with the following
equation:

— x(o, +ç xp -1-H;% x6j
—

I lO cm3 kgHxpx
3

x
m lOg
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Replace equation J&E7 with the following
equation:

Replace equation J&E13 with the following
equation:

Appendix C, Table M For the symbol Csat in the column entitled
“Parameter” change “Soil vapor concentration” to
“Soil vapor saturation concentration.”

Delete the notes at the end of the table: SSL
“Technical Background Document for Draft Soil
Screening Level Framework, Review Draft”, July
1994 SSG “Soil Screening Guidance: User’s
Guide” EPA/5401R-96/018, April 1996. US EPA,
2004a. User’s Guide for Evaluating Subsurface
Vapor Intrusion into Buildings. February 2004.

Respectfully submitted,

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY

RO
= ROsoiigas

H xi000—-

360O
hr

Division of Legal Counsel
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DATE: February 20, 2009

1021 North Grand Ave. East
P.O. Box 19276
Springfield, Illinois 62794-9276

(217) 782-5544
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD ST,-E?oiutj ...iF

IN THE MATTER OF: ) roj

)
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ) R09-9
TIERED APPROACH TO CORRECTIVE ) (Rulemaking-Land)
ACTION OBJECTIVES )
(35 Ill. Adm. Code 742) )

PRE-FILED TESTIMONY OF HEATHER NIFONG

At the request of the Illinois Pollution Control Board during the January 27, 2009 hearing

on amendments to 35 Ill. Adm. Code Part 742, Illinois EPA has reviewed the existing definition

of “residential property” and considered the inclusion of new definitions for “capillary fringe,”

“saturated zone,” and “water table.”

Illinois EPA agrees that the definition of “residential property” should be revised to

clarify the addition of the indoor inhalation exposure route. The amended definition now reads as

follows:

“Residential property” means any real property that is used for habitation by individuals,

or where children have the opportunity for exposure to contaminants through soil ingestion or

inhalation (indoor or outdoor) at educational facilities, health care facilities, child care facilities,

or outdoor recreational areas.

Next, illinois EPA agrees that regulatory definitions for “capillary fringe,”

“saturated zone,” and “water table” should be included in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 742. Additionally,

the Illinois EPA proposes that a fourth term, “unconfined aquifer,” be included. The new

definitions set forth below have been taken from the United States Geological Survey, Water

Basics Glossary of Terms. The citation for this document will be added to the Illinois EPA’s list

of studies referenced during the Agency’s indoor inhalation rulemaking development.
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“Capillary Fringe” means the zone above the water table in which water is held by

surface tension. Water in the capillary fringe is under a pressure less than atmospheric.

“Saturated Zone” means a subsurface zone in which all the interstices or voids are filled

with water under pressure greater than that of the atmosphere.

“Water Table” means the top water surface of an unconfmned aquifer at atmospheric

pressure.

“Unconfined Aquifer” means an aquifer whose upper surface is a water table free to

fluctuate under atmospheric pressure.

To describe the relationship between these terms, Illinois EPA directs the Board to page

four of the following document: Basic Ground-Water Hydrology, United States Geological

Survey Water-Supply Paper 2220 (Exhibit 1 to my testimony). This single page contains both a

narrative description and a figure illustrating the capillary fringe, saturated zone and water table.

The citation for this document will be added to the Illinois EPA’s list of studies referenced

during the Agency’s indoor inhalation rulemaking development.

Lastly, Illinois EPA would like to amend its response to pre-filed question #7 from the

Illinois Environmental Regulatory Group. As originally written, the answer could be interpreted

to conclude that the Agency would not take into account the length of time needed for

contaminants to migrate horizontally. Such an interpretation would not be correct. Compliance

determinations in regards to sample adequacy will be made by the program under which the site

is being remediated; no changes to Part 742 are necessary. The amended language is located at

final paragraph of the Agency’s answer to Question 7.

Question 7) Will the Agency require actual data or allow modeling of groundwater to

evaluate the vapor intrusion pathway to an off-site building?

2



Answer: To determine if off-site properties are at risk from indoor inhalation route

exposures, site evaluators have the option of running TACO equation R26, collecting

groundwater samples, or collecting soil gas samples at the down gradient property boundary.

With respect to the indoor inhalation route, soil gas data trumps groundwater sample data and

R26 modeling results. Groundwater sample data trumps R26 modeling results when addressing

the indoor inhalation route.

If R26 predicts groundwater impacts will migrate off-site at concentrations above the

groundwater indoor inhalation remediation objectives, but soil gas concentrations at the source

or down gradient property boundary of the remediation site are below the soil gas remediation

objectives, no further analysis of off-site properties is necessary in regards to the indoor

inhalation route.

If R26 predicts groundwater impacts will migrate off-site at concentrations above the

groundwater indoor inhalation remediation objectives, but groundwater samples at the down

gradient property boundary are below the indoor inhalation remediation objectives, no further

analysis is necessary in regards to the indoor inhalation route.

Using both the J&E and the R26 models to predict down gradient risks associated with

the indoor inhalation route is an extremely conservative, but allowable, option.

When either soil gas or groundwater data are used to demonstrate compliance, the

number of sampling rounds required will be determined by the program under which the site is

being remediated. This is because soil gas or groundwater samples collected after a recentpjjj

or release may not represent the actual impact from contaminants migrating in groundwater.

Repeat samples may be necessary to address this time lapse and ensure that the migration of the

contaminant plume is fully evaluated.

3



This concludes my testimony.
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LJ 1 Jii L i
[Number in parentheses is tle tage on which the term is first mentioned)

ADUiFEP ( 6 1: A water-bearing layer of rock that will yield water in a usable quantil:y to a well or spring,

ttOCti 2 1: A general term for the consolidated (solid) rock that underlies seilt or other uflconsoimt4eo SLriict

matenal.
4. c L ‘a ,t ( ‘ ) hr i h I k tf a LI ri v I r U i.e tensi’ n ‘is/ f’ ni th ,- II

fringe is unde a pressure less than atmospheric.
rQj0j 1W DEP2ESStON C 30 2 The depression of heads around a pumph p well caused by the withdrawal ot water.

4.ONFINtNG tIED ( 6 ): layer of iock having very low hvclraulis conductivity ti-at hampers the movement of water into

and out of an aquifer.
DATUM PLANta ( 10 ) : /-,rs arbitosry surface (or plane) used in thy neasumsrmnenr 01 3i ound-weter heads, The datum moe

corn rnoniy used is the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929, which closely approxrnates sea level.

[NSEEftSiON ( 19 1: The extent to wInch a liquid substanc’ introduced into a giound-waler system siareads as it moves

Wrougis the system.
/;Wi’5JOtiM (34 2 The reduction in head at a point caused 0-v the withdrawal of wate from an aquifer.

EOU)F’OTENTiAi. UNiE C 21): A line on a map or cross section along which total heads are the same.

tLoW tiNE C 21): The idealized path followed by particles of water.

FLOW NET ( 2.1 ): The grid pattern formed by a network of flow lines and ettuipotenlial lines.

GiiOtJis6) WATECt C 4 ): Water in the saturated zone that is under a pressure equal to or greater than atmospheric pessure.

HEAD See TOTAL HEAD.
HYDRAD ICC CON[UCT[sJCTY (12 ): ihe capacity of a rock to transmit water. It is expressed as the volume of water at the

existing kinematic viscosity that will move in unit time under t unit hydraulic gradient through a unit area measured at

right angles to the direction of flow.
t-4.t’DRAUUC GttzDCENT (10 ): Change in head per unit of distance measured in the drection of the steepest change.

eOOClOSfl’V ( 7 ): The voids or openings in a rock. Porosity may be exiaressed etuantitatively as the ratio of the volume of

openings in a rock to the total volume of the rock.
PVTEN1COIt4ETRCC SURFACE ( 6 ): A surface that represents the total head in an aquifer; ihat is, it represents the height

above a datum plane at which the water level stands in tightly cased wells that penetrate the aquifer.

ROOt 1 2 1: Any naturally formed, consolidated or unconsolidated material (but not soil) consistinig of two or more

m i nera Is.
SATURATED ZONE ( 4 ): The subsurface zone in which all openings are full of water.

SOL ( 4 ): The layer of material at the land surface that supports plant growth.

SPEOHC (APAC( ( 53 ): The yield of a well per unit of drawdown.

SPEGFtC iETENTK)N ( 8 ): The ratio of the volume of water retained in a rock after gravity drainage to the volume of the

rock.
SPECWI1C YELD C 8 ): The ratio of the volume of water that will drain under tiie influence of gravity to the volume of satu

rated rock.

SOttAGE COIEFflOENI C 28 ): The volume of water released from storage in a unit prism of an aquifer when the head is

lowered a unit distance.
STRAflHCATCON (18 ): The layered structure of sedimentary roclcs.

TOTAL HEAD (10 ): The height above a datum plane of a column of water. in a ground-water system, it is composed of

elevation head and pressure head.
TRANSMtSECVCTI’ ( 26 ): the rate at which water of the prevailing Icinernatic viscosity is transmitted througi’i a unit width

of an aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient. It equals the hydraulic conductivity multiplied by the aqi.iiter thickness.

— UNSATURATED ZONE ( 4 ) The subsurface zone, usually starting at the land sLiriace, that contains both water and air.

WATER TARLE ( 4 ): The level in the saturated zone at which the pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure.



UNDERGROUND WATER
Al! water beneath the land surface is referred to as under

ground water (or subsurface water). The equivalent term for

water on the land surface is surface water. Underground water

occurs in two different zones. One zone, which occurs im

mediately below the land surface in most areas, contains both
water and air and is referred to as the unsaturated zone. The

unsaturated zone is almost invariably underlain by a zone in

which all interconnected openings are fuN of water. This zone

is referred to as the saturated zone.
Water in the saturated zone is the only underground water

that is available to supply wells and springs and is the only

water to which the name ground water is correctly applied.

Recharge of the saturated zone occurs by percolation of

water from the land surface through the unsaturated zone.

The unsaturated zone is, therefore, of great importance to

grouid-water hydrology. This zone may be divided usefully

into three parts: the soil zone, the intermediate zone, and the

upper part of the capillary fringe.
The soil zone extends from the land surface to a maximum

depth of a meter or two and is the zone that supports plant

growth. It is crisscrossed by living roots, by voids left by

decayed roots of earlier vegetation, and by animal and worm

burrows. The porosity and permeability of this zone tend to be

higher than those of the underlying material. The soil zone is

underlain by the intermediate zone, which differs in thickness
from place to place depending on the thickness of the soil

zone and the depth to the capillary fringe.
The lowest part of the unsaturated zone is occupied by the

capillary fringe, the subzone between the unsaturated and
saturated zones. The capillary fringe results from the attrac

tion between water and rocks. As a result of this attraction,

water clings as a film on the surface of rock particles and rises
in small-diameter pores against the pull of gravity. Water in
the capillary fringe and in the overlying part of the unsatu

rated zone is under a negative hydraulic pressure—that is, it is
under a pressure less than the atmospheric (barometric)
pressure. The water table is the level in the saturated zone at
which the hydraulic pressure is equal to atmospheric pressure
and is represented by the water level in unused wells. Below

the water table, the hydraulic pressure increases with increas
ing depth.

4 Basic Ground-Water Hydrology
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SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF THOMAS HORNSHAW

This testimony is intended to describe proposed amendments to the Tier 1 table entries

for two chemicals that have very recently had their toxicity criteria updated; to address issues

that have arisen regarding averaging data to demonstrate compliance with remediation

objectives for the indoor inhalation pathway; and to continue the process of correcting the text

and tables of Part 742.

Toxicity criteria updates — Since the beginning of the year there have been changes in

the toxicity criteria used by the Agency to derive the Tier 1 remediation objectives for

Nitrobenzene and Trichioroethylene (TCE). USEPA has updated the entry for Nitrobenzene in

its Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS), and has issued a memo to its Regional

Administrators describing interim toxicity values recommended for use for TCE. A discussion

of these updates and the corresponding changes to the Tier 1 tables follows.

Nitrobenzene — USEPA completely revised the IRIS entry for Nitrobenzene on

February 6, 2009. In this revision, the chronic Reference Dose (RfD) was changed from

0.0005 mg/kg/d to 0.002 mg/kg/d, a chronic Reference Concentration (RfC) was added for the

first time at 0.009 mg/m3, the previous weight-of-evidence cancer classification of Group D,

“not classifiable as to human carcinogenicity,” was changed to “likely to be carcinogenic to
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humans” under the 2005 revised Guidelines for Carcinogen Risk Assessment (equivalent to

Group B in the old classification system), and an inhalation cancer Unit Risk Factor of 4E-05

per uglm3 was added (there are insufficient data to derive an oral Slope Factor at this time).

Following our hierarchy for developing subchronic RfDs and RfCs, the Toxicity Assessment

Unit also updated the previous subchronic RfD of 0.005 mg/kg/d (from the 1997 Health

Effects Assessment Summary Tables, HEAST) to 0.006 mg/kg/d (derived from the chronic

RfD), and updated the previous subchronic RfC of 0.02 mg/m3 (also from HEAST) to 0.009

mg/m3 (same as the new chronic RfC).

Using these updated toxicity criteria, we calculated the revised remediation objectives

listed for Nitrobenzene for Appendix B, Tables A, B, E, F, and G in Errata Sheet Number 3.

We also updated Nitrobenzene’s entry in Appendix A, Table E (for similar-acting

noncarcinogens) and added Nitrobenzene to Appendix A, Table F (for similar-acting

carcinogens) as presented in Errata Sheet Number 3. Since the 2005 revised Guidelines, cited

above, have not previously been included in TACO, we are also now including the revised

definition for “Carcin ogen” and adding the 2005 Guidelines to the Incorporations by

Reference as shown in Errata Sheet Number 3. Finally, it should be noted that the revised

RID will require a change in the proposed updates to the Part 620 Groundwater Standards, in

which the proposed new standards of 0.0035 mg/l for both Class I and II groundwater should

be changed to 0.014 mg!l for both classes.

Trichloroethylene — USEPA issued a memo from Assistant Administrator Susan Parker

Bodine to its Regional Administrators on January 15, 2009, entitled “Interim Recommended

Trichloroethylene (TCE) Toxicity Values to Assess Human Health Risk and Recommendations
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for the Vapor Intrusion Pathway Analysis.” (See Exhibit 1 to my this testimony) In the

interest of promoting consistency with its earlier Toxicity Hierarchy memo from the Office of

Solid Waste and Emergency Response (OSWER; discussed in my previous testimony in the

Part 620 Groundwater Quality Standards hearing on pages 2-4), EPA in this January 15, 2009

memo recommends that the California EPA’ s cancer oral Slope Factor of 0.013 per mg/kg/d

and Inhalation Unit Risk of 2.OE-06 per ug/m3 be used to assess cancer risks-- values that the

Toxicity Assessment Unit has been using since the Toxicity Hierarchy memo was issued.

However, the January 15, 2009 memo now contains two recommendations for assessing

noncancer inhalation risks (the previously recommended California EPA Reference Exposure

Level (REL) of 600 ug/m3 and the New York State Dept. of Health’s air criterion of 10

ug/m3).

These two values presented the Toxicity Assessment Unit with a dilemma, since they

are over an order-of-magnitude different. Therefore, we reviewed the derivation of both

values and decided that the New York air criterion was a more appropriate value for three

reasons: (1) the California value evaluated studies published prior to 2000 whereas the New

York value includes studies published prior to 2007; (2) the California value is based on a

study that includes data from 19 workers whereas the New York value is based on data from

99 workers; and (3) the California value is based on self-reported neurological effects, whereas

the New York value is based on objective clinical neurological measurements. Since we have

been using the California cancer values already, all but one of the many TCE remediation

objectives in the Tier 1 tables do not require updating because the values based on cancer risk

are lower than the corresponding value for noncancer effects. This was also true for the soil
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objective for outdoor inhalation for the construction worker at the time we initially proposed

these TACO amendments, since the objective for this pathway based on noncancer effects were

calculated from the California value. However, the noncancer objective calculated from the

smaller New York value now is lower than the objective based on cancer. Therefore, we are

proposing to change the construction worker inhalation objective from 8.8 mg/kg to 2.9

mg/kg.

Averaging for the indoor inhalation pathway — One issue left unresolved after the

first hearing for this TACO update was whether to allow averaging of sample results to

demonstrate compliance with remediation objectives for the indoor inhalation pathway.

Members of the Site Remediation Advisory Committee (SRAC) had asserted in meetings prior

to the hearing that averaging results for this pathway made sense and that there should be no

differences between this pathway and the other pathways for which averaging is already

allowed. On the other hand, the Agency had expressed concern about the well-demonstrated

variability in results for soil vapors, and to a lesser extent in groundwater samples, that made

this pathway different from the other pathways, and also noted concerns about the possibility

of missing “hot spot s” when calculating averages.

This issue remained unresolved prior to the hearing, and was only briefly touched upon

at the hearing. It was then decided that the SRAC would try to develop proposed language to

further address this issue. However, the SRAC was not able to develop a proposal for

including averaging in the update by the time that testimony and comments were due to the

Board for the second hearing, although they did state that they were amenable to limiting

averaging to only soil samples, and not for soil vapors or groundwater samples. After
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receiving this information, the Agency had further internal discussions about allowing

averaging only for soil samples and decided that this could be an appropriate way to

demonstrate compliance for the indoor inhalation pathway. Further, the existing language at

Section 742.225(d) would allow for this if the proposed new language creating Section

742.225(b)(5), which prohibits averaging for indoor inhalation for all pathways except through

a plan approved in Tier 3, were to be removed from the proposed amendments. At a meeting

with the SRAC on February 18, 2009 the Agency proposed to do this, and it was accepted by

the SRAC. Thus, we now propose to delete the proposed Section 742.225(b)(5), and change

the existing Section 742.225(d) to read (changes underlined):

“If a person chooses to composite soil samples or average soil sample results to demonstrate

compliance relative to the indoor and outdoor inhalation exposure routes route or ingestion

exposure route, the following requirements apply:”

Correcting text and tables — As the Agency and others continue to view and review the

text and tables of this update, the need for additional corrections continues. The latest batch of

corrections follows, with any needed explanations in parentheses.

• Section 742.510(b), last sentence should read, “...as set forth in Sections Section
742.505 (b)(3) and (b)(4).” (both 742.505(b)(3) and (b)(4) pertain to noncarcinogens
mixtures).

• Appendix A, Table A: The 2-Chiorophenol superscript should be “c”.

• Appendix A, Table I: The Class I groundwater remediation objective for Arsenic
should be 0.01 mgIL.

Appendix A, Table L:
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• A new footnote “c” needs to be added, “Csat for pH of 6.8. If soil pH is other
than 6.8, a site-specific Csat should be calculated using equations S19 and J&E 6a
and the p11-specific Koc values in Appendix C Table I.”

• This footnote “c” should be applied to 2-Chiorophenol (because it is an ionizable
organic).

• In footnote “b” the word “was” should be added before “calculated.”

Appendix B, Table A:

• The compound 2-Chiorophenol should be moved to the “Ionizable Organics” section.

• The Class I and II migration to groundwater remediation objectives for Di-n-octyl
phthalate should be “5.2” (for consistency in using two significant figures).

• The Class II migration to groundwater objective for Isopropylbenzene should be
corrected from “46O to “400’,, (the risk-based value exceeds the subsurface Csat
value listed in Appendix A, Table A).

• The proposed update for Methoxychlor of 14 mg/kg with a “d” footnote for the
Outdoor Inhalation pathway should be removed and the existing entry of‘- should
be retained (the proposed entry is based on Csat but Methoxychlor is a solid at 30 C
with a melting point of 87 C, SO Csat should not be considered as a remediation
objective); also, the proposed updates of 14 mg/kg for migration to Class I and II
groundwater should be replaced with updated risk-based values of 80 mg/kg for Class
I and 400 mg/kg for Class II, with an “r” footnote (for the same reason discussed
above).

• Remove the “i” superscripts from the migration to groundwater objectives for 2,4,5-
TP (updated physical/chemical data changes this chemical to non-ionizing).

• Change the superscript “b” to superscript “r” for Vanadium for the Class I migration
to groundwater objective (a new Groundwater Standard is proposed for this
chemical).

• Add the superscript “i” to the migration to groundwater remedial objectives for 2,4-
Dinitrophenol.

• Add the superscript “i” to the migration to groundwater remedial objectives for
MCPP.

• Correct the Arsenic Class I migration to groundwater remediation objective to 0.01
mg/L.

Appendix B, Table B:
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• Correct the Class II migration to groundwater objective for Bis(2-
ethylhexyl)phthalate from 200d,, to (the Outdoor Inhalation Csat was
mistakenly listed).

• Correct the Class I and Class II migration to groundwater objectives for Butyl benzyl
phthalate from1,000d,, to 340d,, (the Outdoor Inhalation Csat was mistakenly listed).

• The compound 2-Chiorophenol should be moved to the “Ionizable Organics” section.

o The Class I and II migration to groundwater remediation objectives for Di-n-octyl
phthalate should be “5.2” (for consistency in using two significant figures).

• The remediation objective for Isopropylbenzene for migration to Class II groundwater
should be corrected from “46O’ to 400d,, (same reason as above for Table A).

• The same changes specified above for Methoxychlor’s entries in Appendix B, Table
A should also be made in Table B.

• Errata Sheet #1 instructs that a superscript “a” be added to the construction worker
inhalation remediation objective for 2-Methyiphenol, but this notation is
inappropriate for this situation; footnote “b” should be used.

• The superscript “i” should be removed from the migration to groundwater
remediation objectives for 2,4,5-TP (same reason as above for Table A).

• Add the superscript “i” to the migration to groundwater remediation objectives for
2,4-Dinitrophenol.

• Add the superscript “i” to the migration to groundwater remediation objectives for
MCPP.

• Correct the Arsenic Class I migration to groundwater RO to 0.01 mg!L.

Appendix B, Table G: The entry for Isopropylbenzene should be placed in alphabetical
order.

Appendix C, Tables B & D: Endnote “a” is no longer needed.

This concludes my supplemental testimony.
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EXHIBIT 1
AfI ‘Z c1iduiQ jisrs CU :OETh ROTECiUr sct4C 0

IL’ Li

MEM(iR.NDtjM

SUIIJECT: Interim Recommended iidehloroelhv]tme (TCE) Toxicity Vamcs lu
Assess Human Health Risk and Recommendations thr the Vapor k:rusIon
Pathway Analysis

FROM: Xtsatrl.:erc
Assislont Administrator

TO: l{ionai Administrators

‘flit: p;iwpose of this memorandum is iwotold First. Consistent witfl OSW EICs
LhJItka[ towtu giiuartc W [CLOt ilOc. d ntetur USt ct exVng tO\W1 3

vahics deccioped by other regulatory agencies tltr trichloroethy[cnc tiCh) for ea[uatjng
putenital site-speeltie risks from inhaatior or oral ç’cppsures to protect tbr buth cancer
and non- cancer effects. Second, we recommend sri approach tot assessing human health
risk for the vapor intrusion iVI) padm ay tOr sites addressed owlet the Comprehensive
En iiuranental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) or the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act LRCRAi. This guidance is [mended to facilitate better
dccision’ by Regions in Superliumd. RURA. and Federal Facilhv asscssmeros addressing

risks due to expos are to ‘ICE from vapor intrusion, and other pathways are addressed in
the EPA Rcizions

The {Ufiee of Solid Waste arid .hnicrtrcncy Response (OSWFR} recommends
trsing its 2.003 ‘l’uxicity Hierarchy’ in the deve4opmemil of a preliminary remnediation goal

(PRU) for TCE We teneratly recommend the use of the California hnvironmentai
Protection Agency’s tOd FPA’s) inhalation unit risk value” (1UR3 cf :0b06 ug’n?i1
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urn) oral cancer stage factoi of 0013 (mg/kg-davY’ for evaluating. the carcinogenic

effeets of TCE in site—sped tie risk assessments at sites addressed under CF ROLA and

RCRA, Acceptable air esposu.ic levels ase eenerallv eencentra0o,i kweis thai represent

an upoer hound hIe-timc cancer risk to an iridividttal berweer, lO (1 .2 na/ni’) and I 0
120 nalni)’, Consistent with the National Contiirneirey Plan (NC?), OSWER

recommends using. 1.2 ueJni’ as the point of departure for detcrmi ping preiiminan

runleLjiatEon goals (see 40 C/FR 300 Section 430ft)i D)(i)(A)(2):c this generally is the air
LI iftratIOn lqrLLnLu d cancer n uflt the C at hO \ oih iltion unit

risk, For assessing non carcinogenic eftOcts of’ EEC/iL OSWER has identified two s alucs

t iar can he txtnsidcied tn ci ahuung s’ stna to’cJut a rtt the 10 op/n? ur %.rJLerIon
develoned In the New York State Department of Rea1th and the 300 ugim Chronic.
Reference Exposure Level developed by Cal F???, SWFR believes that hoth of these
values mny be appropriate tierS toxicity vetoes under the OSWFR Toxicity Hieratehy.

As diseassed in the OSWEiR [oxicity Hierarchy guidance, draft toxicity
assessments generally are not appropriate for use null they have been through peer
review. thc peer review eoniniems hale been addressed in a. revised drall. and the revised
draft is mthiel available. The toxicity values in this guidance may he appropriate for

Regions to use ta assess risks at least until toxicity values fOr TOt are available hi the

Fuvironniental Protection Aizenev/c ØEE’A’s) Integrated Risk Information System. (JR iS)

database, or until .titrthersdeatific analysis indicates a more appropriate value is

availahle, When a new IRIS toxicity assessment is available. OSWER may review sites
to ensure that sites addressed under thIs interim approaci remain protective given revised

lox tcity values, If new scientilie intbrmation representing the best available science

becomes availabk before a new IRIS toxicity assessment is available. C)SWER may
revisit the toxcity values provided in ibis guidance.

This guidance supersedes previous guidance on TCE toxicity values found in

OSYETCs i)raft Guidance fOr Evaluating the Vapor Intrusion to indoor Air Pathway

from Groundwater and Soils” (EPA 5•30$tM2-004, November 2002). lius guidance is

consistent with our 2003 guidance on using a hierarchy of existing chemical toxicity

soureese it does not represent a new, independent review of TCI/ toxicity, which EPA has

currently underway as part of the IRIS program.

This guidance recommends an oral cancer sLope factor for use in risk assessments

and is designed to help provide an estimate of the cumulative risk at sites and make other

‘ CaSfeathi Etiviwnrwatat tkcttection Ayvi&a (Cat IWfu .Pihfr .H&rJth thotfrr Th aSrL’ernyIow, Ortiw

rnvm’cmentat Itoahh Hazard Asaessraont, (‘at iPA. Fdernwy Ui99. I:LflLwati/ac+srtiflt2thcNEL/iccLLP4!

These acceptebk’ air leveis (concenvlIion were derived hased on a residential ccen-io efeotirimnaes

xaitc D4 iSo 0 ‘. in 550 cr fat fl rs neri ad rncr a fl r htenmc (_qI.ntwri ertt:d

Firsrc 2 efappetidix). Site specific exposure assumpi loPs may be different and then couid lead to different

.aecepiahle air exposaze levels,
NYSDOfI 2006. C/ester for Environmental Ftezihh, Bureau of loxfrj Stibstances Assessment,

latereethene Air Criteria Document, October

Li 1rzil’1tLR,Et\ jJ fJ

‘Chronic toxci1y Summary: Trichlorucihytene. flomirnensatiuin far a chronic iteienmnce Eipesurv Ltw&

br Tiichloroethyhrw. California EPA Office of Enviroaniestal Hca[th Hazard Assessment. April 2001k
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cleanup (le :SioflSZ thiS guidance does nor aliect or ropiace statutory o regulatory
requirements (for exaulpie, rtjeedtur applkable or relevant and appropnaw requirumetus
(ARARski under CERCLA or RCRA. For example. the maximum contaminant level
(ls4CL’ [hr TOE, 5 uwL (or a lower concentration if required by a state ARAR) generally
should continue to hr considered as an AltAR for the cleanup unticu CERCI A ot’ ground
vaster that may he. used as drinking water, OSWfJ iecotumends the same approach be
taken under RCRA. Ilowevor. when other ground water exposure pathways may he
complete (such as vapor intrusion into indoor airf or multiple eonlarnmants are present.
slteaspecifle conditions should he enhiated to ensure that use of the MCL would he
suftiejenri v ;imtective of human health and the eovirorirnerLt.

aiatftmfToxicity H5jjfrvfnTCF4

Backoround

As discussed in the 2003 Toxicity Hicrarchy OSWER reeommends using a
hierarchy of sources oftoxicoingienl information that Regional risk assessors and
managers should consider for sitesspreiftc risk assessments. Generally. Regions should
first look the toxicity informatlon m the integrated Risk bifbrmation System (IRISi
developed by EPA’s Office he’ Research and Development as discussed in the 2003
guldanee, these are considered Tier I values in the bierarehy if quantitative infbrmat ion
is not available there. generally Regions should next look to Provislonal Peer Reviewed
Toxicity Values (PPWFVs) developed by hPAs National Center for Environmental
Assessment/Superftmd Technical Health Risk Support Center {STSCft as discussed in the
2003 guidance, these are considered Tier 2 values in the hierarchy. if toxicity values tar
nor available from either Tier I or 2, generally Regions shouki look to other high quality
SOL4tCCS of toxIcity intbnnarion developed by other regulatory or health agencies that can
he used fUr risk assessment: as discussed in the 2003 guidance. these are considered Tier
I values in this hierarehy

It should be noted that the 2003 Toxicity Hierarchy states;
In general, draft toxicity assessments are nor appropriate for use until

they have: been through. peer reviews. the peer re;iew comments have been
addressed itt a revised draft. and the revised draft is publicly availahle

Thus, the cancer and nmcaneer toxicity values presented in EPA’s 2001 draft
risk assessment for TCE are not recommended as appropriate Tier 3 va[ues nor are they
discussed in. this document based on their dmft staurs,’ consistent with the 2003
Toxicity Hierare’hy.

A coitsensus issue paper from the Department of Defensefr EPA and the
Environmental Council of States (ECOS supported OSWiIR’s hierarchy and
recommended a set of preferences for evaluating potential toxIcity values that largely
mirrOr UP A’s 1 riese preferences include transparent assessments that have received
internal and esterna! peer review that are derived using an established methodology, that
incorporate current best scirnuttc practice, and that consider the quality of the studies.
includIng statistical power, as well as considering assessments that eonnhorate data
amongst pertinent studies, in addition both the values and supporting documentation
should he publicly available and a preference should be given to toxicity values that are
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eonsisen1 wiLl, the duration of exposure being assessed. Selection of a toxicity value

4hould include an ur&derstandipg of the available sources of toxichy data and the soxmwhs
and weaknesses oteach source in order ;o select the most appropriate toxicity value far
use in a risk etsscssmeliL Because there is no toxicity value far TCE either in IRIS (Tier
1) or as a PPRTV (Tier 21. EPA evaluated other high quality sources oftoxichy
uIonnatiOn (Tier 3) developed by other regulatory or health agencies.

Consisiem svfth CERCLi\ and the NCP. prntection of human health .a3zd. the
envtroiunent is a threshold requirement for selected remedies (see 40 CFR
§300.4300(1 Mhl(Ah In the Qi1RCIA remedy selection process. oreliminary
renjeibatton anals (PROs) tvt•ieailv are oeveloped as a site—specili.c tool when sating
cleanup levels. At (‘ERCI A site& PROs typically are stateinents of the desired eiwnoiot
t. I Le ittitlO r or mk ç; Ret e. 5 d Rtg STE ‘vJlrLb ti%Jt .zm”ul
the tire conservative. dethuit endpoint concentrations used. in screening and initial
development of remedial alternatives before considecat on of more. detailed inihrrnation
ironi the sitespeeifie risk assessmem.

The NQP states

Remediation goals shall establish acceptable exposure levels that are proteerive of
human health and the environment and shall be developed by copsideri the
ibliowing:

(A 1 Applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements under federal
environmenral or state envimnmennd or facility siting laws, ifavailable. and the
following faders:
(I) For systemic toxicants. acceptable exposure levels shall represetu
concentration levels to which the human population, including sensitive
subgroups, may he exposed without adverse effect during a lifetime or part of
a lifetime, incorporating an adequate margin of safety;
(2) For known or suspected carcinogens, acceptable exposure levels are
generally’ concentration levels’ that represent an excess upper bound lifetime
cancer risk to mi individual of between H) ° and If) using inthrmanon
on the relationship betwetu dose and response. The 10 ‘‘ risk level shall be
used as the point of departure for detennining remediation goals for alternatives
when ARARs are not available or are not scst’tieiently protective because
of the presence of multiple contaminants at a site or multiple pathways
of exposure;
t3: Factors related to technical limitations such as deaetiorequandlication
limits lbr contaminants;

(4) Factors related to uncertainty:. and
(SI Other pertinent lnlbrmatiun”

49QFR430(1430(e)f Ni )(A}.

(“once? Toxicth’ I ‘Thes fyr ICE

After analyzing potentLal Tier ‘ oun’an health toxic try values using the
nrcfeicnecs ckscrineu n toe ( ‘)S a’cr (iS ViER bcl L C tO I iC C zP ‘



%0E06 LuyJm’11 presented in the Air fodes Hot Spats Program iCal hPA. 2tHC) and an
oral cancer siope limbs of 0.013 (rntfl-dayi presented in the tublie Health Goal lbs
Drinkiia Water” (Cal EPA .99) generally are appropriwe lbs use in site soecific risk
assessments at ieas mini a revised [[US value is available or until further seietaitic
analysis: identities a more apnropriate walue. lhase values were devcioped spceilicallv
for use in nsa assessments and are consistent with the 2003 Thdcitv 1 tienarchy

the Cal EPA IUR is derived from the geometric mean of the unit risks from fbnr
johisation studies on mice and includes liver cancvrs lung cancer, and tymphoma
endpoints (see appendix Ow a more detailed diseussionf The Cal EPA oral cancer slope
teeser was based on the geometric mean of thur values basest on the occurrence of
hcput.oeellular carcinomas and adenocarcinomas in mice in to studies, in both. sexes. by
inhalation and oral routes okutmanstrattoas and a linear dose response approach.
OS WOk he[ieves the ICR and oral cancer slope ftwtor developed by Cal EPA are
reasonably coasisient with values developed by other researchers and regulators, also
discussed in more detail in the appendix. OSWER halieves the Cal EPA IUR. and oral
cancer slope factor provide an appropriate interim approach based on information
currendy avalab1e. These recommended toxicity values cart he used to evaluate lifetime
excess cancer risk from TCE exposure at least until toxicity values lbs TCIi are available
in hPAs IRIS database or until Further scientific analysis indicates a more appropriate
value Es available,

Consistent with the National Contingency Plan (N UP) (40 CER
§30C430(el{2)tihAif2)j. OSWIiR recommends using a concentration of L2 ug/nil.
correspondent to the l0 cancer risk levet using the Cal EPA IUR, as the point of
departtn’e Fur determining remedialion goals. OSWiiR also recommends using I mUm3 to
120 ugin? as the generally acceptable concentration levels corresponding to i0’ to [(i
cancer risk [Sec Ibotnote 5).

cne??ççngncfos:cm’ lilac 107’ TCt

After analyzing existing potential Tier 3 human health toxicity values, OSWER
has idenlii rid two values as anpropriate for consideration: Cal EPAis reference exposure
icrel fRISL) and NYSf)QlUs nomcancer air criterion, The National Research Council
tN RU, 2006). in its comments en the non cancer studies analyzed in EPA’s 2001 draft
risk assessment noted that several neuroloxicOy studies reported common efihets in
humans and rats at similar concentrations. The studies included reports in humans of
changes in trigemit al nerve Funeton and motor incoordination (Ruijten ci el, 1991:
Rasmussen et al i 993) and symptoms including nausea, drowsiness and fatigue (Okawa
and Bodncr 1973; Vandervort and Polàkoff 1973). Studies in rats showed changes at
similar levels (a4jnsted fur human eunivaleneet in heart rate and wakefulness (Arito et aL
I 994k, Furtherntore, the NRC also noted that new information on neurological effects of
TCE published since $00t Cs limited and thus may olihr lithe in the way of amendment’
to die current und.rrstnnding of non cancer effects. These comments support the studies

ImTrthnkci Strypnrl r urnae For tlcsrihiep Ày j’s,qnço Poicnr rtor,, CaUfacnia
Snk 011cc of hovirormorni iloxdih I Lo.md .t tvmcc., t;ecettvr Sf02. pp 522030

[‘ubto itcohi tied ft’ I Ozftlorucdn lair to nririjci,g Wayt t :thiurth EPA 0111cc of ibnirnnrynal &teiJb It,srd
i’dncoay teso., re



cited in the developnient cd these values as rcpresentflQ noteworthy and current
uiniertandiny renaniing these systemic effects.

The (si EP4 relèrence exposure value (REL) 15 based on a pr>2(JOU review of
literature and used the J973 Vandervori and Polakoff study lo deceliat a chantie REL °

tsnnthrr to a reference eoncentration o1600 u4zjnr based on self reported neurological
eiThets c1rtn\sines:4, fatigue. headaehc and eye irritation in workers. This 501ev looked.
selfceported symptoms in 19 workers. who had an average of ii years of exposure. with
esposure concentrations extrapolated Ibm one day of personal air coneentrat ion
meztsuretnemns. The lack of reproductive and dewelopmemal. toxichy studies and the iack
of a no efThet level were identified by Cal EPA as major areas of uncertainty. in addition,
OSWER identified the use of self—reported symptoms as a limitation of the stud, Cal
tWA used an estimated LOAEL of 60 n g/nr’ and an uncertansrv Jitetor of I rn; to account

for intraspecies ddThrenccs and the use 01km lOAEL.

NYSDOH is based on a pre2OO7 review ofthe literature on the non-cancer health
effects ofTCE and Includes studies published more recently than those cited in the Cal
EPA REL NYSDO}4 used the 1903 Rasmussen et at study to derive a potential non
cancer air entenon (similar to a reference concentrationi of 10 ugirrr’ based on
nenrcdojdcal effects (as measured by coordination tests) among 99 Danish metal
degreasers esposed for 11 years Limitations of the smdy Include some uncertainty ebout
the actual long-term exposure levels of the workers to TCE durirg their employment, and
that 25 of 99 subiects were exposed primarhy to CEC 113. The appendix provides
further discussion of these points.

The NYS DOH assessment is fimited by &‘p in the data on developmental effects
and immunotoxicity, and concerns about adequacy of methods for evaluat inn he:alth risks
to children 1imitations ft shares with the CaIEPA asscxmentL N\’SDCJH used an
estimated LOAEL of I mutt/n? and an uncertainty factor zi 1000 to account for
intraspecies differences. use of an. LUAU., and extrapolation from 11 years or exposure
to a lifinime. The N YSDUH analysis also indicated that tins air criterion of 10 ughn: k
only slightly lower than the air criterion of 20 ugm they estimated based on
developmental and reproductive elThcts.

Both CaIEPA and NTh DOH had an external peer review p occss and allowed for
public comment before finalizing their respective assessraents The NYS DOfi
assessment was finalized in 2006 and the CaIEPA assessment was finalinid in 2000. but
only the NYSDOFI assessment discussed the Rasmussen et at study Comparing the
Rasmussen ct at study underlying the N YSDON air criterion to the Vandervort and
PolakoJl’study underlying the Cal EPA RB., the LOAEL for the Rasmussen et al. (I 993)
study is about I /6 of the LOAEL from the study Cal EPA used. OSWER also Ibund
that the Rasmussen study was based on a significantly iarger number of suleezs (99
conmared to 19) and used objective clinical neuroloelcal measurements compared to scif
reported scinproins.

While both the NYSDOII value and the Cal EPA BEE should he considered as

Ca.rok Tctxichy Summary: ic1fororthync Documentaiian fur a diruale Refr.retac Expo&utt Levd.
Sw Ttch[ora iayne Caiiñ-nriia EPA 015cc ol Envi:onmnersai Hc1th Hazard Assecsmem. April 2COtt.
hen: ‘frvccw.o&ha.ca.eav ai:re rOlLic tei&pdf790 I &pdf
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Tier 3 toity values under the OSWER Thxieitv Hierereky. (ISWER notes triat the
NYSDOB erherion is based on a more extensive rrescntationofheelih endpoirns and a
inure recent evaluation 0fthe mailable health efl’eus literature.

Other exposure scemelos ieaj.. cmtnienhailindustdab may resuil in a ditthreat
concentration ante based on different exposure assmnpU.ous. OSWER recommends that
9w nm mrkmertrw RI P eouett sv :ctwn tak this an 9 c into toatidetanon
tbr those settings as welh

Vapor .Intnsion RernmrncnilsflQ

The Aget cv often evaluates TUE inhalation risks arising from the vapor intrusion
pathway; tins nra potentially aignif!cant exposure pathway assocIated with volatile
eo’tttannnants at wastes sites. While this guidaitee fbcuses on TUE the Rhmowing
rceonuncndations relating to vapor intrusion are relevait and useful fur other volatile
organic compounds as well.

Considerable iitformnation. primarily empirically-based, has been generated
meardina evaluation nitlre Vj pathway since the pathway emerged as a. national issue in.
the late IRPOs and especially since publication ofhPKs draft vapor intrusion guidance In
November 2002.0

. Our experience with vapor iniruston investigations indicates that no
single media data set. whether it he ground water, soil gas, sob-slab gas; or indoor air, can
be used reliably to fully evaluate the potential for risks from VI above health risk-based
levels due to the large nunther ofvariables affecting, the transport of vapors from the
subsurface to indoor c3r mid the confounding influence of indoor sources ofconunon
suhsttrthee contaminant& Our invesogauoits have ibund that spatial and temporal
impacts On volatile organic chemical (VOC) coneen.tiations are highly varidhie, Som.e of
this variability is due to vertical and horizontal differences in subsurface conditions and
the ditferenees it; structural. conditions. suelt as. tbundation cracks, and veritiladon riges
Porn one hmlthncr o another Vuiaaon in weatliet .ondition. such as ranrtaU and
barometric pressure. can also have a significant impact. All these factors strongly
suggest that multiple lines of avidence are important to evaluate Vi as an exposure
pathway ofcc ree:n at sites where hazardous VOUs have been released in the
subsurface,

Lines of evidence to evaluate the Vi pathway may include: site history and
geology, tzround water data, soil gas data, sub-slab soil gas data. •erawlspaee sample data.
areferetnial pathway sample data. indoor air data, outdoor air data. tracer compound data.
chemical ratio data, modeling resuits building/home sttn’cys chemical use inventory.

and other supporting inthrmation, as appropriate. Dl using the multiple lines of evidence
r.pproach. prqiect managers usually have been successful in determinIng whether the Vi
exposure pathway for TCE is complete and whether any elevated levels of ith In indoor

“ OSWER DraS Gald;uwv tor Eaaluatinte the Vapor lnirasio& to 0 doer AIr Pathway li-cia Urceadwater
and Soils (Sabsurfr4ca Vapor IntrusIon Gtidrnx9, EPA 53IO002-OM, Ncwenther 2002

V/c nete that bird on, an evauation of;hc evidanee we epzeeriaeo at numerous sites with Vf the
interstate technnio y and Itagulatory Council at iecoornsendcd a muktple lines clot ideoct’ apgroacla in
their dorwneir retitled. Vapar tntruswn ?athway t PractIcal Guidehac (January tiiOl) toteotate
techaowp and Reasthitar lriuacd, Vapor tranisier Pathway: A Practical Guideline VS-i. Washiugaan.
DC i’arwaiy 2007.



air arc likely causad by subsurface Vh an. indoor source (consumer prouuct). or an
Out000r source Geoerafly. she conditions will determine the number of iiraes of evidence
that nnwide cnotagtl iilbwfltttiOt! [hr decision makings For example. where ground wider
rinG sub—slab s0il ass concentrations are low, project managers could determine that the
9 exposure pathway is not complete with reiattvely few lines of evidence. Coordination
with a risk assessor and hydrogeologist generally will be very useful in evaluadug the
inuldxa Ic H nes of evidence,

OSWER helictes at is often u.s-cibA In collect sufficient data to ev aze two or
more of theso lines of evidence in paialttt. For example. Regions should: •consider it rilav

be more expeditious and cost—effective to sample indoor air for TCli direcGy where there
is existing grown! water or sub-slab soil gas thea that suggest the potenlie-! fo a VI
nrchlcm. lithe decision is made to sample indoors tbr iCh. we generally rveommenä
the collection of sub—slab soil gas samples along with indoor and outdoor air samples,
Collecting sub-slat’ samples along with atr samples often c-an. pro vide a more complete
evaluation and allow a more definitive conclitsioti to he drawn regarding the VI pathway
tbr ICE at a particular site. However. subslah sampling may not be necessary when
collecting indoor air samples lbr degradation products. such as eis-l .2—dichioroethenc or
I. l —dichiometherie. that have low or no indoor or outdoor sources, Also, when a buiLding
is built on concrete reinforced with pressure tension cables. subslab sampling nviy not be
feasible.

We reeoanize that some states and facilities have loud it expedirinus in sonic
situations to implement remediation rather than do extensive indoor air sampling;
however, the cost of oversight, monitoring. operations1and maintenance should be
factored Iwo the decision to rcmcdiate

The poaential thr Vi should be considered at sites that may involve new
development projects overlying. contaminated soil or shallow ground warcr Property
developers. regulators. city planners and others involved in redevelopment and
Brownfields projects and sites addressed under the Base Realignment and Closure Act
(BRAC thould consider designina engineering controls to mitigate for the potential of
Vi before new buildings are constructed. This recommended approach can have multiple
benefits:

* Jfnrineering controls may he used to address the uncertainty in both site
eharaeterizaa;on and the toxicity of contaminants;

• It is often more coszeftèctive to mitijzat.c potenriai Vt in advance of
construction than to conduct the extensive sampling necessary to determine whether VI
might result in. unacceptable health risk at the site, and

II is typically more cost-effecti: to lneOrpOtate VI mitigation measures
during the desigaibuild phase than to retrofit an existing building.

Conclusion.

We recommend that Regions use the approach described in this guidance to
cvahmte sites with potential VI ofTCE and monitor developments with regard to ICE.
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APPENDIX

Suppkmtud lufonnathrn and Dtseussiun

The us Environmental Protection AgencyTh tEPAs) Office of Research and
)evekpmeni CR0)) duvelnped a draft health risk ussessutera in 2001 (US, EPA. 2001t;
however, externai ocer review eonirrjenttis raised several important issues. As a result.
ORti developed series of issue papers on antnLs aspects of tnIchloroelh lene. t Ciii
toxieoioev based on ihe comments from the external, peer :eviewcrs which were then

inni ted i bacLtto in I irlnrn ant i to tie Nanoral wLn te cc

revien U. S. EPA. 2005 a. h e, d) NAS was asked to examine hsus critical tu

developing an ohJra1\ e. realistic, scientifically haired health risk assessment [Er ‘i’CE.
The National Research Council (NRC released their report in 2006 {NRC, 2(H6)1
providing (WI) with further insights as they develop a revised fealth risk assessmenu
Given the 0111cc of Solid Waste and Emergency Responses (OSWERs) policy not ic.

use draft toxicology values until peer review comments have been addressed in a publicly
available document and the Ilirthee elThrt that ORD is eontinung. OSWER will not rely
upon the 20tH draft risk assessment and recommends that the Regions and odiera not
utilize the 2001 dm11 risk assessment lIar quantifying the toxIcity of TOE

Because no Tier I tintectruted Risk Infinmation Svste’m ØR1S)) or Tier 2 (Provisional
PeerReviewed Toxteity Values (PPRTVS)) kedehy values are cun-ently evahabie,
typical Tier 3 sources were inventoried and toxicity values evaluated. Typical Tier 3
sources include other federal agencies’ and states that may dcvelov toviciry values that
snujd beusJt or ,fle-’ pe1J1Cn,sk as smçils ‘øe ‘de r fled uir,c Sr’ cs al ttttir

New York. and Indiana) with potentially rc[evanL values. In addition, we identi fled one
suer fle iesearct pare” I ç ‘indo\k and Rhot tlxrg rno U ttaat addrcsscd Ji,

ji or C. tnvet and thn had tie t ‘em nt cit ecr msts-neri[ [or i t. t lice
arc c-iseusseU in the paragraphs beIow

Cancer Assessments

To luidnu their development of an air guideline for TOE, NYSDOFI developed an
array of cancer slope lhctors and potential air criteria for kidney tumors in rats (Maltoni
ci ai, l9Xô), liver minors in mice (Maltoni at al. IQS6). lung tumors in mice (Maitoni et
aL. i986 Fukuda et al, i 910). testes tumors in rats (Maltoni ct aL 1086). and lymphennas’
in mice and humans iHensehier at aL, 1980, Hansen et al, 2001)

The NYSDOFI analysis provides a good overview of the cuneni data availahie on
the carcinoaenieitv oCT00.. From the available studies, they identified five cancer
endpoints lIar which they developed potency factors. These five eudpoints were rat
kidney tutnors. rat eszcs tumors. mouse lung tumors. mouse liver tumors- and mouse
lvmphonrs. it: order oI’increasing toxicity, These data are arrayed in Figure 1 to the end
of the Appendix. NYS[)OH olso looked at hunirtri epirleiuioiogical data to check the
relevance of the cancer endpoints to huntans If humans and anhnais develop cancer in
the same target o:panx. then the endpoint is more relevant titan if humans do mn develop

‘‘jP ‘1 tt V fr” ñLN. Li aih ‘ hr uiror L mt nii t IT 0ev mi’ u,JL tl ;c’f

f:;rlctitArsLdt,Dt’i ‘tc7L
‘We hnchioe t[1c rec::’ir’rh pnper of L -‘:umdewth: and l{tiomhets, far camranscn and curnçlcane’s not>
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CLce Li that oran. unman. epidemiologic difia do ml support the ci ienhfon that TCk
is n risk iiiecor Ibm ttnip caocer am this health endpoint was given less weight LII thc
NYS DOE assessment (NYS•DOH. 2006k NYSDOJI also lucorporaced an ape adjuscmerm

or LLtOJII tot ootouaL tnceastd scscenthd a ofdiildn ii’ hi. tlUci PC I
exposure, whew Little nalysis detemnhted it was appropnate. Figure 1 graphs their age

adhisted cancer risk ranges thr kidney and iivc tumors,

Cal EPA has an inhalation unit 1sk (lUki. an oral cancer slope lbcmr, and an
inhaan.i.on cancer slope humor presented on the 0111cc of Environmental kieahh Hazard
I itt55iflelt wehsire.

C

‘tmLLLP C ide IER and & uth tlstum L1r1ce1 supe aevn ‘epresant tie same

analysis ewpressed in different units. Cal EPA based their oral cancer slope lbctor of
0.0 13 (ntgIkgdayiton slope fttvton d erivert 0mm liver mmor dam. kr mice exposed
orally (National Cancer Jnstitrite 1976) or by inhalation (Maltoni er 01,. 1986, 1 (R8) and
from lung tumor data los mice exposed by lnhaiation tl’ukuda et at, 983k Human
equivalent doses were calculated nith three diiikrenl dose metrics usag pnystoiogrealfr
based phannacokinetic (PBPK) modeling. The slope the [or based no liver tumor
incidence using a total ICE metabolism dose metric (AMET dose metric) was selected as
the most appropriate based on atmlt 1 lining crOatia (Cal EPA, 1999).

11w Cal EPA Elk of2.OEaO6(ug/1n5twas based on the geometric mean of the
95% upper confidence limh potency estimates from four inhalation studies (Bell ci aL,
1978; 1 lensehler t,m aL, 1980: Fiikuda ci al.. 1983: and Mahoni ci at., 1986) based on
mo use liter carcinoma, mouse malignant iyrnphoma, me use [tang athLTTOearcmoma. and
mouse hcpatoma, respectively (Cal EPA 1990.

OaJ EPA looked at many of the same studies as NYS to develop their cancer
posency values, The Caiitdniia evaluation Is older, so some later studies were not
available to diem, California chose to calculate their 1 (JR thorn four inhalation studies
(Ecu ci at, 1 97N, I lenschder ci al., 1080: Fukuda ci at. 1983; and Maitoni et aL I 986i
based on mouse liver cureinoma. mouse malignant lyniphoma. mouse lung
adenocarcinoma. and mouSe hepaw;nu. respectively., they detemdned that approach
would result in the most protective and supportable cancer potency factor. Their [LIE.
incorponites several oI’tlte more potent potential fURs identified by NYSDO1L Air
concentrations associated with the 10’ to 10” lifathne excess cancer risk nirige using the
Cu] EPA !LJR can be found on Figure 1,

The Indiana Department of Environmental Manogerneni (IDhiM I conducted a
tirrused review of the toxicity studies cited in the 2001 CR1) draft TCE risk assessmem,
with the primary goal of selecting a sinele cancer slope Ihctor from within the range of
slope factors presented in the 2001 091) draft TUE risk assessment, 10PM did not
consider studies published idler 2001, although tacit review was peer revicwed, ii is not
reeoinntended because of its more hmitcd fovus Because of the specific, narrow focus of
the 1DEM review (i,c,, a. predetermined range of cancer potency values derived from
studies considered in the 2001 ORE) draft ICE risk nssesrn’ienr and its reliance on the
2001 CR1) dm11 ICE risk assessment. which as we noted earlier is still considered a dnmfi
doemnent, we determined than the DIEM review was not [Fe best source (hr establishing
an interim Tier 3 toxicity value, However, their analysis. is germane and we will present



the results of their analysis for c&nnparixon. IDEvI (2005) based their cancer pixency
aiec on mouse hioassays INCL 1976: NTP, 199$fl and developed an oral cat:cer slope

t 034 inv6/k-la adiactcd c u Imkg-das to ptoftet childr 11 1 er

inhal2aiotl exposures. they developed an hthalation cancer slope factor of (kill S inigJkg
dayY1 adhrsted to (1.054 (mifkg—dayf’ Ia protect children, based on the same studies,

IDEM bared their inhalation cancer slope Ibetor en an evaluation OflEouse user
rino’s They develope4 cancer slope factors iitdependcutiv ftc each sex from the >X’i
(1976)d NTP l990) studies of the mouse liver rumor eadnoint. Trom PI3PK
node hoc and a ecodriess of lit analysIs. IDEM determined that the data were best
rcoreserned as a ocnormei msinbotton. 11cm which they calculated the harmonic mean.
of the four dstasers for their inhalation cancer slope factor To this inhalulion cancer
slope !etor they applied a factor of three to accouril thr chikfrer s cxporere Figure 1
includes the air concentrations associated with the cancer risk range using the IDEM
cancer slope factor. The lx l0 cancer risk equates to a cci ccnlratiOn of 0J5 ag/rn’.

Finally. Lewandowak) and Rhom.bcrg (2005) undertook an analysis to derive an
inierint unit cancer risk for low-dose inhalation exposure based on available scientific
information. l3ased on accepted principles for evaluating scientific studies, they identify
the most appropriate irnedm unit risk for low-level inhalation exposure as 94J7

w&nr’11 based on. cpidemioiagical data. The authors do no! represent a regulatory
agency, which typically EPA ‘could rely on for TierS assessments, Huwever, vc
included the resuits olthis paper for comparison and completeness

l.,ewandowski and Rhom.berg arrayed the available cancer studies, both human
and animal, with the :cal of identifying a plausible interim cancer end.vo:nL They
asserted that the uncertainty introduced by using a humast study with uncertain exposures
was pee fbrabie to the uncertainty of interspecies extrapolation. As a result, they chose the
Anrill,a (19951 study from which they quantified an llJR based on human liver cancers.
Usincz this approach, they derived an FUR marginally less potent thank but within. the
rounding ranec of the Cal EPA ICR. A lx IO’ cancer risk equates to 17 ughn using the
Lewandowski and Rhomherg recommendation and I 2 ug!m using the Cal hi’ [CR.

is 1o;tz couoidai’c,. in ibm 1icld Ro.\tver the N ‘th uhocated IF Lh.jr ‘e\ ew that
the available human e’posure data were more uncertain than the interspecics
esirapolarion. ntich argues for usiug the animal data as the basis for quantification

Non Cancer Assessments

Cal E1’A also has a chronic inhalation reference exposure letel of 600 ug/m, Cal
EPA developed this value for risk assessmenl using established methodology. These
values arc pcefrre” iewed and am publicly availablc

After thorough ana[ysk the Cal EPA chronic reference exposure level (REl.) of
600 ugJn? was based on neurological effects (drowsiness. fatigua headache) and eye
irritation in workers (Vandervort and Polakolt i973j, This study analyzed selftreported
symptoms of 19 workers employed for an averaee of 8 years working w9h TCI/ as a
denreaser and included drowsiness, bean palpitations. weakness. and dizziness. Time—
wehthted 8-hour exposures to 1tf, extrapolated from 1-day personal breathing zone and
!jc Jrnplet unced iron ]2—M ) nun the lacko1’epioduct . od tL cia nrcnta



Loxtettv siudies and the lack of r no effect level wezn identliled in Ca] EiPA as major
axons ofuneeriny. In additEon OSWER identified the use of at] 1-repurted sYmptoms
us a limilution of the study.

NYS1)Oi also derived a nut be: of potential air criteria based on stuthex of the
riorneaneer cheers ofTCJ3. After thorough anal3sis. NYSUCNI selected 0 ughn1 as the
;ttOSt arxproprinte criterion to assess noneaneer effects of TCE (NYSI)OFT. 2006. page
S , The critical study for non—cancer endpoints that NYSOCH identified was a study by
Rasmussen et a], (19931 which investigated clinical neurological effects among Danish
metal degrensers. This smdy examined clinical neurological ei1crs in 99 metal
dcgrcnxers after long-term exposure to TrE. For 70 of the workers the dominate
cynosure to TCF; ibr 35 hourrieeek, with a mean exposure duration of 71 years
wlide thr 25 of the workers, dominant exposure was 10 1 J ,2trich1oro-i .12.
tn:tluoroediane (CFC 113) for 15.] hoursiweek. with a mean exposure duration of 4.2
:‘cars. Evidence of air exposure wnx extrapolated front measurement of urinary
inetabolite fCA. Clinical measures of cffret (as measured by coordination tests) show
significant increase wish lncreasin, exposure duration. Limitations of the study include
some uncertainty about the actual long-temt exposure levels oldie workers to TCE
during their employment, and that 25 of 99 subjects were exposed primarily to CIt 113.
However, as NYSDOH notes,

‘Howesat, a separate, earlier report by the same investigators on the saint cohort
indicated that only 3 of lhe 99 workers showed slight signs of psychoorganie
syndrome (Le, reduced performance on lests evaluating motor coordinatIon.
psychomotor speed and memory) that the authors. attributed solely to fTC 113
(Rasmussen ct aL, I OBS). In ilmited short’tcrm tests, fTC 113 has also beit
shown to be less potent than ‘ICE in causing effects on psychomotor perftwmance
in humans, with the reported effect levels being about 124bki hi her (2500 ppm
versus 200 ppni) tStopps arid McL.aughiin ct a].. 1967), 11w greeter potency of
TCE compared to QEC 113, and rho finding that only a small percentage of the
Rasmussen et aL (1993) cohort was identified as having neurological deficits
anti hrttahle to fTC 113., suggest that the observed deficits in motor coordination
observed by Rasmussen et al (19931 are primarily due to TCF exposure.t’

From this epidemiological data presented by Rasmt’ssen cc a).. NYSDOK derived
an air criterion ‘fur evaluating the non-cancer effects from exposure to TCE in ambient air
(anaioous to a refrrenec concentration) of 10 uWm3. IJ)timrnely NYSDOH supported
their evaluation by looking at the weight of’ scientific evidence. ohserving

“Several other litchors increased confidence In the CNS criterion as the basis of
the ‘]‘C.h criterion for noncarcinogenie efiects
(I) inhaled TCIFI is unequivocally an animal and human nenrotoxicant;
2) comparisOn of the points-of-departure for the various endpoints indicates that CNS

may be more sensitive to the toxic effects of nhaied “[‘CE than other organ. sysicm&
or lifestages;
ç3) the characteristics of children were spedtienlly addressed in the derivation;
(4) it k based on a good epidemiologic study (Rasmussen et a]., 1993) for use in dose
response assessment because although it had a relatively small cohort (n 99 it did
have an extended exposure duration, a dose-response ielationship and concurrent



iioiogJcal monitoring duIa
5 i limkaiion of the study the cOfleomttnjit exptisiFft to (it 1131 ts Hot coiHiocred a

major corddundin tetor because of its lower UNS potency compared to TUE and
hcLaLtve only a small vcn2 nagi ol tht 1’ort uiy dctdtcd .ts has ng .) uirJ
to fTC 113 exposure: and

t6j it is similar or lowerthan the potential criteria based on UNS cft&ts, ineludin efkets
in adult animals (Arilo et al. 1994) and neurobchavjoral eflèets in young animals
(C,, isaacson and Lvlor togo

The NYSDOT1 analysis indicates that 10 ugim Is only slightly luwer than
pn;enual criteria based on other noncaoecr endpoints (e.g. developmental elects
isaacson nd Taylor. I 98; NTP, I 9S6i and reproductive elThcts (Land et aL I 9S i;

Kumar ci at., 2000. 2001), The NYS 0011 assessment is limited by gaps in the data on
developmental elicts and 1nintitioioxicity. arid concerns about adequacy of methods for
evaluating health risks to children (linthations it shares with the CaIEPA assessment).

All of the studies discussed above were considered in developing the NYSDOH
air ruideline. but none were specifically selected as the best study upon which to base a
toxicity value. snee that was not their ultimate goal, However, they did identify the
Rasmussen study aS the critical study lbr (‘NX effects and stated ‘4the recommended
criterion for evaluating the risks o?noneareinogenic effects from chronic exoosure to
TUE irt ambient air is .ioug?nU tNYSDOH. 2006, page 811. Ultimately, their air
guideline svts set at 5 ug/m. as a risk managemem decision. ‘bascd partly on residual
concerns in three toxicologic areas: (I) gaps on the nomearcinonenie effects of 1’CE
includjait aaps in the data on developmental effects and jnimuuotoxicit , (2) concerns
about adequacy of methods for evaluating health risks to children, and (3) concerns about
human carcinogenicits’ of TUE’5 (NYSDOF1, 2006).

The NYSDOH analysis was based on current science, was pemvreviewed, and is
publicly available. However5because NYSTI OH’s final TUE air guideline isa risk
management value that considers factors other than systemic toxicity, such as pmetieality
and analytical sensitivity, EPA has focused on its toxicity values. he,. cancer slope factors
and air criteria. in tins review,

With respect to non-cancer endpoints, both Cal LPA and NYSDOII based their
assessments on epidemioiogieai studies. Cal EPA based their reference exposure level on
Vandervort and Pelankoffç[973), This study looked at seif-reponed endpoiats in 19
sunject& who had an aserage of 8 years of e5pflsure. with exposure concentrations
extrapolated from one day of concentration measurements. I he NYS[JOH assessment
iatnnlkd Raanussen et .11 19’i a their cnttal stud R9srmtssen et in &, a mor
recent study. had a significantly larger number of subjects than Vandervort and Polankoff
(99 compared to 19 had db ective clinical ncuroloieal endpoints compared to a self—
reported sytnptoms.4and an LOAEL 1160 that of the Cal EPA study. ‘the NYS DOE
report described the strengths and limitations of the Rasmussen study as ihilows:
‘Slrengths of the Rasmussen et al. (1993) study include the fact that it evaluated lUll-
related CNS effects in a reasonaHy’—sized human cohort (which eliminates the uncertainty
associated with interspecics extrapoIationJ. the extended exposure duration (as long as 35

e its a srartstis il’l69It1can trend r lncrcasng ses eifl or a suret o ( NS etcL

tnoCor coordination ddfic its) with increasing exposure duration, and concurrent
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hintogical ntorc taring data tori nary TCA ihul cwi be used with pharniacthinedc
inodelme 10 esoTnale a !Ch air concentration at the LOFL ? limitation of the
Rasmussen et aL (1 fiP3) study 3s the concomirant exposure to CFC 11 3 whicin based on
ds lower neamlogicat potency compured to TCF uud that orclx a smaLl percentage of the
cohort ices identilletl es having effects related to CFC Ii) exposure,. is riot considered a
rnajo confounding faetor”

Conchisions

As noted earlier, the purpose of this guidance is to revommer ci an appropriate
in erim I o\c$1 i ft) I CE rwm among thuse dci Joped h) other regulators agencies
and specifically using the preferences described in die 2003 Toxicity Hierarchy CuLl
consistent with the ECOS white paper (!deniiflmarioo and &daiion of 7wac;n
PahwsAinienaktr CIfRCL4 unit 1*izardoztv Waste Site Risk.Assessmeors in the gIhS2?We
4/IRIS 13211W ECOS 2007)f The idliowing criteria were reconmiended in ‘hat paper:

I. There should be a preference for transparent assessments (in which toxicity
values are derived). that clearly identify the information used and how ft
\%vss useciL

I There should be a prerenmee for assessments which have been externally and
independently peer reviewed, whew reviewers and affiliations are
idendfiecL Other things being equaL there should aLso he a preference for
assessments, with more extensive peer review Panel peer reviews are
considered preferable in letter peer reviews.

T There should be .a preference for assessments that were completed with a
previously established and publicly available methodology.
Methodologies. that themselves were externally peer reviewed are
itrefinred over those that; were not externally peer reviewed,

4. While there should he a preference for assessments using established
niethodci Loies to derive toxicity values, these methodologies should also
Isa informed by the current best scientific information and practices New
assessment methodologies should provide reproducible results and meet
quality assurance and quality control requirements.

5. There should he a preference 4w assessments that consider the quaiiiv of
studies nsetL loLludi g the statistietil power or 1 aek thereof to detect
effects; that corroborate data amongst pertinent studies; and that make best
use of all available science.

6, There should he a preference for assessments and values which are publicly
available or accessible. There mar be a further preference far toxic its
assessments that invited and considered public comment (as ivell as but
not in Lieu ot external peer review)

7, Other things being equal. there should be a preference for toxicity values that
:&C consistent with the duration of human exposure being asses.sed For
example, an externally peer reviewed subchronic reference dose (IL fD)
shouLd be preferred to an externally peer reviewed chronic RID when
assessing an exposore of 2 years for non-cancer toxicity.
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Thesc recommendations ftrmed the criteria against which the ident3tied values were
evaluated, The liCOS paper also recommends against the use of risk management values
for use in ri± assessment.

In summary. the aoal of this analysis is to choose ti.e most appropriate interim
wxicity vatues for assessing sh&spec Life risks of TO?. exposure Cons among available
ussessinents. OSWER recommends that the Cal EPA values provide the most appropriate
mrerim cancer potency factors for rIsk assessment. Specifically. Cal EPA developed
them espressly for Use fit risk assessment In addition, the Cal EPA assessment was

based on a full review of the literature, unlike IDEM’s assessment, which IDEM
undertook specifically to determine an appropriate cancer slope Ihelor within the dmf
ORD risk range. which narrowed the thetis of their analysis4 As can. be seen from Figure
1. the Cal EPA DiR. is consistent with many of the other assessments and other lURs that
could he developed on individual cancer endpoints. Lymphoma, which was the cif&r
that occurred at the lowest concentnstkni identified in the NYSDOR analysis, was one of
the cancerS incoiporated into the calculation of the Cal EPA ICR. The Cal EPA value is
consistent with relevant agea4iusced IURs that were developed in. the NYSDOH
atnalysk eeause EPA’s risk assessment for TCE is currently being developeth EPA has
not determined that the weight of evidence for ItS supports a mutagenic mode of action
for earcinogenicity as descni bed in EPA’s “Supplemental Guidance for Assessing
Susceptibility from Early-Lift Exposure to Carcinogens’ Thereidre, OSWER is not
recommending any specIfic adjustments for childhood susceptibility in site-specific risk
assessments lbr TCE.

OSWER recommends usIng the erheria in the 21)03 Toxicity I Lerarehy in
developing a preliminary remediation goal (PRCi) for assessing systemic non-
carcinogenic efihets of TCE exposure4 OSWER notes that both the NYSDOH value and
the CAL EPA REL should he considered as Tier 3 toxicity values under the CSWER
Toxicity I lierarchy. OSWER also notes that the NYSDOH analysis presented evaluation
ofmore and different studies than the Cal EPA lUlL evaluation including the critical
study NYSDC*i identified (Rasmussen et aL (1993)) which was based on more sujects
and had more objective endpoints than Vandervort and Pchdrofl’(i973) and an LOAEL
1/6 that of the Ct-I EPA study.

Dischthner

This guidance presents current OSWER technical and salicy recommendations
regarding the TCE human health values for shc’spcci1ic risk assessments. While
OSWBR developed this guidance for fbcility response actions under CERCI A and
RCRA corrective action, other regulators, including the states, may find it useful in their
programs. although they may choose to develop alternative assessments, consistent with
their own programs and policies. In addition. EPA may use and accept ether technically
sound epproaches after appropriate review. either at its own initiative or at the suggestion
of other interested parties. This guidance does not impose any requirements or
obligations on EPA4 the states, other federal agencies. or the regulated community. it is
important to understand that this document does not substitute 9w statutes EPA
administers or their implementing regulations, nor is it a regulation itself Thus, this
document does not impose legally binding requirements on EPA., the states. or the
regulated community. and may not apply to a particular situation based epon the specific



iirc1trnsumcs, Raiher. th! dw;hnwnL. suggests apwuuches tim: may he ased. at nanicuiar
sites as appropriates given sitempeeil3c crcwLstances,
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BEFORE THE ILliNOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD EB 232009

11 THE MATTER OF: ) OFILgo,s

) rol

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO: )
TIERED APPROACH TO CORRECTIVE ) R09-9
ACTION OBJECTIVES ) (Rulemaking-Land)
(35 Ill. Adm. Code 742) )

SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF TRACEY HURLEY

This testimony responds to additional questions and requests made by the Illinois

Pollution Control Board members during the January 27, 2009 hearing. As a result of the

Board’s questions and requests, we are proposing some changes, which are documented

in Errata Sheet Number 3.

The Illinois EPA was asked to provide more information on the source of the

toxicity parameters listed in Appendix C, Tables B and D. The toxicity parameters and

their values and the sources of these values are listed on the Illinois EPA website. The

tables on the website are updated on a quarterly basis. We will refer users of TACO to

the website to ensure that they have the most current information. Therefore, we are

proposing the following changes: For the symbols RfC, RfD0,SF0,URF in Appendix C,

Table B, and the symbols RfD1,RfD0,SF, SF0, in Appendix C, Table D, the Source

column will now read “Illinois EPA (http://www.epa.state.il.us/land/taco/toxicity

values.xls)”.

The Hearing Officer asked for the sources of the default physical and chemical

parameters listed in Appendix C, Table E. In response to this request, we are proposing

to add a footnote to the end of the title of this table, footnote “e”. Footnote “e” will read:

“The values in this table were taken from the following sources (in order of preference):

1



SCDMS online database (http ://www.epa.gov/superfundlsites/npl/hrsres/tools/scdm.htm);

CHEMFATE online database (http ://www.srcinc. corn/what-we

do/databaseforms.aspx?id=3 81); PhysProp online database (http ://www.srcinc.comlwhat

we-do/databaseforms.aspx?id386); Water9

(http ://www.epa.gov/ttnlchief7software/waterf) for diffusivity values; and Handbook of

Environmental Degradation Rates by P.H. Howard (1991) for first order degradation

constant values.”

In my pre-filed testimony for the February 2009 hearing I referred to Rick

Cobb’s testimony in support of adding chemicals to the proposed Groundwater Quality

Standards during the Part 620 hearings. The Hearing Officer asked that a specific portion

of his testimony be referenced, not the entire testimony. The specific portions of Rick

Cobb’s testimony to which I was referring are pages 11 — 17 of his pre-filed testimony. I

would also like to add a portion of Tom Homshaw’s pre-filed testimony from the Part

620 hearings, specifically pages 5 — 7. Lastly, I would like to add questions and

responses numbers 2, 17, and 18 from the supplemental testimony of Richard P. Cobb

and Thomas C. Homshaw from the Part 620 hearings.

In Appendix C, Table M, the parameter column for the symbol Cvt should be

corrected to read “Soil vapor saturation concentration.” The word “saturation” was

inadvertently omitted. Soil vapor saturation concentration is the term used in the

Definitions section, 742.200.

We have received some questions about the conversion factors used in some of

the J&E equations listed in Appendix C, Table L. In order to clear up any confusion, we

are adding units and making the conversions more specific. In J&E1, the factor of 1000

2



in the denominator converts micrograms to milligrams. We are adding FIg/mg after the

1000 conversion factor. The factor of 365 in the numerator converts days to years. We

are adding the units of days/yr after the 365 conversion factor. This is similar to equation

S6 in Appendix C, Table A.

To J&E2, we also are adding the units of days/yr to the factor of 365 in the

numerator.

The factor of 24.45 in J&E3 is the molar volume of air in liters at normal

temperature (25°C) and pressure (760 mm Hg). We are adding a note to this equation to

explain this.

In J&E5, there are actually two conversions involved in the factor of 1000; cubic

centimeters to cubic meters and grams to kilograms. To clarify this, we are changing the

1000 to 106 cm3/m3x kg/i o g.

In J&E7, the conversion factor of 1000 is used to convert from cubic meters to

liters. We are adding L/m3 after the 1000 conversion factor in the denominator.

In J&E13, the conversion factor of 3600 is used to convert from hours to seconds.

Therefore, we are adding sec/hr after the 3600 conversion factor in the denominator.

This concludes my testimony.
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Party Name Role City & State Phone/Fax

1021 North Grand Avenue Springfield 217/782-
Illinois Environmental Protection Agiicy 5544East IL 62794-Interested Party 217/782-P.O. Box 19276 9276

9807
Kimberly A. Geving, Assistant Counsel
Annet Godiksen, Legal Counsel

1021 North Grand Avenue Springfield 217/782-
IEPA 5544East IL 62794-Petitioner 217/782-P.O. Box 19276 9276

9807
Kimberly A.Geving, Assistant Counsel

217/523 -

____________

Springfield
4900jjgDwyer_Zeman 3150 Roland Avenue

IL 62705-Complainant Post Office Box 5776 217/523-5776
4948

Katherine D. Hodge
Monica T. Rios

EPI South Holland16650 South CanalInterested Party IL 60473
Bob Mankowski

DesPlainesChemical Industry Council of Illinois 1400 East Touhy Avenue
IL 60019-Interested Party Suite 100
3338

Lisa Frede

312/853 -

Bellande & Sargis Law Group, LLP 19 South LaSalle Street Chicago 8701
Interested Party Suite 1203 IL 60603 312/853-

8702
Mark Robert Sargis

217/788 -

Hanson Engineers, Inc. Springfield
24501525 South Sixth Street IL 62703-Interested Party 217/788-2886
2503

Tracy Lundein

773/380-
Conestoga-Rovers & Associates Chicago 99338615 West Bryn Mawr AvenueInterested Party IL 60631 773/380-

6421
Douglas G. Soutter

312/814-
Office of the Attorney General Environmental Bureau Chicago 0660
Interested Party 69 W. Washington, 18th Floor IL 60602 312/814-

2347
Matthew J. Dunn, Division Chief

_____________________________________

847/688 -Navy Facilities and Engineering Command
201 Decatur Avenue Great Lakes

2600IL 60088-Building 1AInterested Party 2801 847/688-
2319

Mark Schultz, Regional Environmental Coordinator

Illinois Pollution Control Board 100 W. Randolph St. Chicago 312/814-
Interested Party Suite 11-500 IL 60601 3620

312/814 -
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3669
Dorothy M. Gunn, Clerk of the Board

Richard McGill, Hearing Officer
Commonwealth Edison 10 South Dearborn Street Chicago
Interested Party 35FNW IL 60603

Diane H. Richardson

DownersClayton Group Services
3140 Finley Road GroveInterested Party

IL 60515
Monte Nienkerk

Weaver Boos & Gordon Springfield2021 Timberbrook LaneInterested Party IL 62702
Elizabeth Steinhour

Andrews Environmental Engineering Springfield3300 Ginger Creek DriveInterested Party IL 62711
Kenneth W. Liss

Graef Anhalt Schloemer & Associates, Inc. Chicago8501 West Higgins Road
IL 60631-Suite 280

Interested Party 2801
Dr. Douglas C. Hambley, P.E., P.G.

RockfordMissman Stanley & Associates
333 East State Street IL 61110-Interested Party

0827
John W. Hochwarter

Jeffrey Larson

Trivedi Associates, Inc.
2055 Steeplebrook Court

Naperville
Interested Party IL 60565

Chetan Trivedi

217/782 -

Illinois Department of Natural Resources Springfield
1809One Natural Resources Way IL 62702-Interested Party

1271 217/524-
9640

Stan Yonkauski

William Richardson, Chief Legal Counsel

Suburban Laboratories, Inc. Hillside 708-544-4140 Litt Drive
Interested Party IL 60162 3260

Jarrett Thomas, V.P.

Illinois Department of Transportation 2300 S. Dirksen Parkway Springfield
Interested Party Room 302 IL 62764

Steven Gobel man

McGuire Woods LLP 77 W. Wacker Chicago 312/849-
Interested Party Suite 4100 IL 60601 8100

David Rieser

Reott Law Offices, LLC 35 East Wacker Drive Chicago 312/332-
7544Interested Party Suite 650 IL 60601

Raymond T. Reott

Jorge T. Mihalopoulos

Environmental Management &
2012 W. College Avenue Normal 309/454-Technologies, Inc.
Suite 208 IL 61761 1717Interested Party

Craig Gocker, President
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2 17/522-
IL Environmental Regulatory Group

215 East Adams Street
Springfield 5512

Interested Party IL 62701 217/522-
5518

Alec M. Davis

312/742-
Icaggpartment of Law 30 N. LaSalle Street Chicago 3990

Interested Party Suite 900 IL 60602 312/744-
6798

Charles A. King, Assistant Corporation Counsel
SRAC Decatur2510 Brooks DriveInterested Party IL 62521

Harry Walton
Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company, 210 South Clark Street, Suite

Chicago
6306751625Inc. 2235

IL 60603Interested Party The Clark Adams Building
Lawrence L. Fieber, Principal

Total number of participants: 34
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